
The Mayan Calendar / Conversion Codex - The Oracle of Directions 

 
Each Mayan Sun sign is associated with a direction such as North, South, East or West.  
This is indicated by the color of the Sun sign on the Mayan Calendar Conversion Codex. 
 
There are 5 signs in each direction 5 x 4 = the 20 Mayan Sun signs.  
 
East  = Crocodile, Serpent, Offering, Reed, and Earth 
 
North = Wind, Transformer, Dog, Jaguar and Flint 
 
West = Night, Deer, Monkey, Eagle and Storm 
 
South = Seed, Star, Road, Wisdom and Sun 
 
Each Direction has certain traits / characteristics which will be found in the sun signs associated 
with that given direction. 
 
East = Fire, Birth 
 
North = Air, Mind 
 
West = Water, Endings 
 
South = Earth, Body 
 
When you use the Oracle of directions chart you look to see how each direction interacts with 
each other.   
 
View chart to see the influences --- pay attention to the arrows / colors on the chart.  
 
Example – East signs will challenge or strengthen West signs. (goes both ways) 
 
North signs will challenge or strengthen South signs. (goes both ways) 
 
West signs will support of Comfort South signs. (goes both ways) 
 
West signs will surprise or be mysterious to North signs. (goes both ways) 
 
You can use this for compatibly comparing two persons Sun signs to see general patterns of 
interaction. You can also use this chart for seeing how the specific energy of the day interacts 
with your personal sun sign information by looking up the days sun sign and comparing it on the 
chart to your sun sign. 
 
I hope that gives you the basic idea. My suggestion is to not THINK about it too much and instead 
follow the Tzolkin daily to allow your intuition to grow and over time it will be an organic 
understanding of interaction opposed to a logical understanding.  
 
It takes time and daily use to get the most out of your Codex. 
 
Good luck, 
 
MIKE 
Webmaster 
Mayan Majix 


